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movipill: improving medication compliance for elders using ... - movipill: improving medication
compliance for elders using a mobile persuasive social game rodrigo de oliveira, mauro cherubini, and nuria
oliver telefonica research via augusta 177, 08021, barcelona – spain foliveira, mauro, nuriaog@tid abstract
medication compliance is a critical component in the suc-cess of any medical treatment. free-to-play, social,
and mobile games - parks associates - trends in digital gaming: free-to-play, social, and mobile games the
popularity of online games and digital distribution of games has increased along with the number of devices
people can use to access and play videogames. the most popular gaming device among u.s. broadband
households is a computer or laptop, followed by the “traditional” game who plays mobile games? - google
- social and passion for games defined learn about new games from my friends playing the game my friends
are playing the game is an important reason to download a game recommended by friends / family is an
important reason to download a game i connect with other players within my mobile game in order to obtain
more items / prizes / higher scores uc alandas , al i soc mobile games - tama leaver dot net - uc alandas
, al i soc mobile games the changing gaming landscape edited by tama leaver ... 1 social networks, casual
games and mobile devices: the shifting contexts of gamers and gaming 1 ... 14 social games and game-based
revenue models 195 the mobile games landscape in 2015 | newzoo - what i believe we’ve seen in mobile
gaming in 2015 is the beginning of a broader trend toward convergence. as shown by the success of
bethesda’s fallout shelter on mobile in june 2015 and fallout 4 on pc, ps4 and xbox one, game companies are
beginning to realize that consumers desire gaming content to fit the various contexts that form pokémon go
as an hrg: mobility, sociability, and ... - hrgs are mobile activities, so players need to move around to play
the game. they are social activities, so cooperation is a crucial part of hrgs. finally, they expand the game
outside the traditional game space (the board or the screen) by merging physical and digital spaces. pokémon
go is no exception. players need to walk around to find ... 3 ways to create an effective omni-channel
marketing strategy - game, aviation empire. users can register and sign in to the game via social login. to
bridge mobile and physical experiences, aviation empire incorporates gps technology to reward players virtual
game points for checking-in to airports in real life. finally, social game elements like a leaderboard displaying
the top-ranked gamers and the introduction to using games in education: a guide for ... - introduction
to using games in education: a guide for teachers and parents page 6 preface all the world’s a game, and all
the men and women merely players: they have their exits and their entrances; and each person in their time
plays many parts, … (dave moursund—adapted from shakespeare) history of mobile applications university of kentucky - nokia was famous for putting the 1970s video game snake on some of its earliest
phones. other followed, adding games like pong, tetris, and tic-tac -toe. these early phones changed the way
people thought about communication. as mobile phone prices dropped, batteries improved, reception areas
grew, and more and infant and toddler activities: 6w young infants, mobile ... - infant and toddler
activities: young infants, mobile infants, and toddlers because infants change and grow so quickly, curriculum
must adjust to their developmental level. for this reason, activities are designed as prototypes for young
infants, mobile infants, and toddlers. rather than talking about standards for infants and gaming d10k7k7mywg42zoudfront - technology mmo/online social mobile key trends in gaming m&a 4 mobile and
social have been the focal points of activity mobile and social represent 48% of all gaming m&a since 2010
mobile alone represents 25% of gaming m&a year to date in 2013 and 28% in 2012 console m&a has been
largely absent since 2010 as recent gaming effect of social media on crowdfunding project results social worlds. virtual game worlds represent a continuation of computer games on the internet which ...
reported recently by nielsen, mobile social media accounts for more than one third of all social networking
time in 2012. in the age group of 25-44 year olds, the amount of time on social ... the impact of technology
on social behavior - uw-stout - the impact of technology on social communication abstract this study
discusses the impacts technology has had on social behavior. the change in communication mediums is
addressed. although face-to-face communication has decreased, technology has provided opportunities for
aiding in communication. the video game and the the effect of video games on family communication
and ... - upon the game for social interaction, sleep deprivation, and even a decrease in academic
performance (lo et al., 2005, cole & griffiths, 2007). with the internet becoming more widely used and
accepted, the video game has increasingly become a social tool. players are able to play games together
across vast the social media addiction among turkish university students - while 5.13 billion users of
mobile phones comprise 68% of the world population, 2.95 billion mobile social media users correspond to
39% of the world population. again in the same report, it can be seen that the use of mobile phones to access
the internet have increased by years, while the use of personal computers for the the effects of video game
play on academic performance - the effects of video game play on academic performance jancee wright
university of the cumberlands follow this and additional works at:https://scholar.utc/mps part of thepsychology
commons this articles is brought to you for free and open access by the journals, magazines, and newsletters
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at utc scholar. it has been accepted for inclusion gamecloud studios changing the game - adobe innovative game developer uses adobe® gaming technologies to create deeper and richer online game play
for social media and mobile platforms it used to be that a video game could command a player’s attention with
basic graphics, slight animation, and limited action. the video gaming industry has dramatically evolved gamechanging ideas - globoforce - 12 game-changing ideas for years of service programs // 9 in the old world,
we could operate hr programs each in their own vacuum. in the new world, every program needs to integrate
with, share resources with, and support your ... service timelines employs state-of-the-art mobile, social and
saas technology.? 12 ... european journal of educational research - wei (2016) found that online social
interaction ties and online social supports were antecedents of the mobile social ... internet addiction consists
of various addiction types such as game addiction, social media addiction. social media dependence is
perceived as a more specific form or subdivision of internet addiction (stavropoulos, kuss ... impact of
smartphone’s on society - semantic scholar - impact of smartphone‱s on society 217 ... smartphone
are obvious include business, education, health and social life. mobile technology has drastically changed the
cultural norms and behavior of individuals. the impacts are both at the positive side and also at the negative
side. at one end smartphone are enabling people to create their own social, casual and mobile games gbv - 1 social networks, casual games and mobile devices: the shifting contexts of gamers and gaming 1 tama
leaver and michele willson part one the (new?) gaming landscape 13 2 who are the casual gamers? gender
tropes and tokenism in game culture 15 lina ekland 3 between aliens, hackers and birds: non-casual mobile
games and casual game design 31 video game research in cognitive and educational sciences - the
interest for mobile and casual gaming, or alternate-reality gaming (mcgonigal, 2007). therefore, if past
research determined the potential effects and use of video games we still need to understand what in a game
can have an influence, and what can be done to use a game in a given way. if games can change the players
this 33 interesting ways to use mobile phones in the classroom - 33 interesting ways* to use mobile
phones in the classroom *and tips this work is licensed under a creative commons attribution noncommercial
share alike 3.0 license. your events are about to get smarter - crowdcompass - crowdcompass mobile
event apps leverage smart content to make your event more relevant, more social, and more personalized
than ever before. ... and the click social photo game. demonstrate roi in real time. look to our robust event
analytics dashboard for engagement and usage data. with 30+ video games and the future of learning academiccolab - game modders and designers. the virtual worlds of games are powerful, in other words,
because playing games means developing a set of effective social practices. by participating in these social
practices, game players have an opportunity to explore new identities. in one well-publicized case, a heated
political contest erupted for the president for immediate release tencent announces 2018 second ... - to
our payment, advertising, and cloud services. while our mobile game revenue was impacted by transient
factors, we saw healthy growth in the number of people playing our mobile games each day in china and
overseas. our video subscription counts more than doubled year-on-year, maintaining our industry-leading
position in china. when network effect meets congestion effect: leveraging ... - •stackelberg game
formulation: by jointly considering users’ social relationships and the wireless network’s congestion, we
formulate the interaction between the wireless provider and mobile users as a stackelberg game: in stage i,
the wireless provider chooses a price to maximize its revenue; in stage ii, mobile users choose dedicated
server gaming solution - google cloud platform - be used to provide required features such as user
profiles, game matchmaking, in-game store, social communities, and mobile engagement. ideally, app engine
can be utilized for to powering all aspects of the online game, but developers often require access to virtual
machines for running common game engines and software development kits (sdks). the use of computer
and video games for learning - the use of computer and video games for learning lsda a review of the
literature. the use of computer and video games ... via a prototype educational game 5.5 encouraging social
learning 34 ... such as the game boy console and, increasingly, mobile phones allow digital agility now - ey “ mobile-social-cloud and big data analytics technologies are game-changers for m&e companies. together
these technologies can help the m&e ‘digital leaders’ who broke ahead of the pack in the early stages of the
digital era to extend their advantages. they also offer a new opportunity for those who fell behind to the
benefits of playing video games - the benefits of playing video games isabela granic, adam lobel, and
rutger c. m. e. engels radboud university nijmegen video games are a ubiquitous part of almost all children’s
and adolescents’ lives, with 97% playing for at least one hour per day in the united states. the vast majority of
research by psychologists on the effects of ... why we play: the world of women and mobile gaming - the
creation of more inclusive game stories, we created infinite deviation: games to give up-and-coming gamemakers the chance to bring their ideas to life. celebrate the full spectrum of female players and experiences
even though 65% of us women play mobile games, there’s a pervasive belief that most mobile applications:
games that transform education - creative, and problem solving, the bottom three for boys were creative,
social, and problem solving, and the bottom three for girls were strategic, active, and social. (mable kinzie,
2008) iii.2) mobile games while a relatively new market, mobile games, specifically those on the apple app
store ai for game production - college of computing - portals, mobile and social games, and the
emergence of new business models have all changed fundamental aspects of making and playing games.
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developers increasingly focus on ... we see this as a shift from game ai for game design to game ai for game
production. in industry the differences between digital disruption and the game-changing role of ... digital disruption and the game-changing role of technology in global wealth management. 2 | it in wealth
management 2015 contents ... ment value chain and the increasing use of mobile devices for doing business is
making it easier ... digital technologies such as mobile, social, analyt-ics and the cloud are rapidly converging
on the the digital lives of chinese consumers - accenture - social media mobile games cloud accenture
china consumer insights: communications, media and technology industries the digital lives of chinese
consumers . 650 million mobile internet users 1,388 mb of wifi data consumed per person per month over 4
million taobao wealth management users china’s digital game sector - uscc - access to china’s digital
game market is heavily restricted to u.s. and foreign game companies. legally, the only way for u.s. personal
computer (pc) and mobile game companies to enter the chinese market is by licensing their games to chinese
operators who use their protected position to obtain a larger revenue share from u.s. games—in the mobile
economy - gsma intelligence - occurring over mobile networks. a recent survey of 30 countries around the
world found that latin america was home to three of the top five markets for social media usage. as in other
parts of the world, the shift of consumer engagement in latin america to mobile devices is driving significant
growth in mobile commerce and mobile advertising. social isolation and cell phone use by college
students - social isolation and cell phone use by college students nichol e. myers in our technologically everadvancing world, cell phones can either help us remain socially connected or can contribute to social isolation
by substituting for face-to-face contact. this study examines the levels of social isolation in terms of the state
of the mobile app top 10 risks - owasp - –modern mobile applications run on devices that have the
functionality a laptop running a general purpose operating system. –but mobile devices are not just small
computers. risks can be maliciously designed or inadvertent. designed to educate developers and security
professionals about mobile application behavior that puts users at risk. social media, social life - common
sense media - used social media, three-quarters of them have a social net - working site, and nearly one in
three teens visits their social networking profile several times a day or more. how ngos can use social
media - united nations - how ngos can use social media ... social media a game-changer the ecosystem .
facebook: 1 billion users by april ... the grid (location-based mobile social network) blueworld (social
community) mcafee mobile threat report - convincing social-engineering attack to trick users into ... mobile
verification and then directed to a link with instructions on how to unlock their phone and get the ... versions of
the game, enticing downloads that do not require an invitation code, promised beta releases, and tutorials. i'm
the mayor of my house: examining why people use ... - ing that dodgeball provided mobile social
connectivity and possibilities for “casual social congregation”. however, in contrast to foursquare, the
dodgeball service didn’t have game mechanics or other incentives for check-in integrated, and only offered
limited information about people’s check-ins due to limitations of sms. five reasons to take a new look at
oracle erp cloud - five reasons to take a new look at oracle erp cloud ... advanced, embedded reporting; and
social and mobile capabilities mean greater value for your employees and customers. by modernizing erp in
the cloud, finance teams can free themselves from routine ... five reasons to take a new look at oracle erp
cloud author: oracle corporation
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